Combining orthogonal signal correction and wavelet packet transform with partial least squares to analyze overlapping spectra of three kinds of metal ions.
A novel method named OSC-WPT-PLS approach based on partial least squares (PLS) regression with orthogonal signal correction (OSC) and wavelet packet transform (WPT) as pre-processed tools was proposed for the simultaneous spectrophotometric determination of Al(III), Mn(II) and Co(II). This method combines the ideas of OSC and WPT with PLS regression for enhancing the ability of extracting characteristic information and the quality of regression. OSC is used to remove information in the response matrix D by subtracting the structured noise that is orthogonal to the concentration matrix C. Wavelet packet transform was applied to perform data compression, to extract relevant information, and to eliminate noise and collinearity. PLS was applied for multivariate calibration and noise reduction by eliminating the less important latent variables. In this case, using trials, the kind of wavelet function, the decomposition level, the number of OSC components and the number of PLS factors for the OSC-WPT-PLS method were selected as Daubechies 4, 3, 2 and 3, respectively. A program (POSCWPTPLS) was designed to perform the simultaneous spectrophotometric determination of Al(III), Mn(II) and Co(II). The relative standard errors of prediction (RSEP) obtained for total elements using OSC-WPT-PLS, WPT-PLS and PLS were compared. Experimental results demonstrated that the OSC-WPT-PLS method had the best performance among the three methods and was successful even when there was severe overlap of spectra.